INTERACTIVE
ONE-DAY WORKSHOP
The group-based learning experience enables
people to adapt and thrive in a permanently
evolving environment.

STRENGTHEN your

observation skills to better
understand yourself and others
INCREASE your readiness to adapt and change.
RESOLVE challenges more effectively and joyfully.
WORK in a respectful and result-oriented manner
with your team and others.

“Before attempting to lead others, we need to be
able to lead ourselves. Seeing that we have a
conscious choice in how we react to our
environment is incredibly powerful. greytogreen
provides the tools to remind us of this choice.”
Elina K., Leadership Development Manager, UK
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PROGRAM
1. Explore and understand the greytogreen process step-bystep.
2. Practice the approach through real-life cases.
3. Gain understanding of your own thought- and behavior
patterns. Work on an actionable solution for a personal
challenge.
4. Deepen your acquired knowledge by working in pairs and
benefitting from one another’s perspectives.
PARTICIPANT TAKEAWAYS
“In only one day, I mastered the greytogreen process”.
“I learned a lot about the way I think and communicate”.
“Now, I can look at situations, that previously appeared
unsolvable, from another perspective”.
“I can handle challenges more effectively. For myself. With
my team, my managers and colleagues”.

LEARNING METHODOLOGY
You work in various groups of three to four people.

SIMPLE
Quick to implement and accessible to all and, even without prior
knowledge.
SCALABLE
Begin with one team, then implement greytogreen throughout
your organization. Worldwide.
SUSTAINABLE
Integrate the greytogreen attitude in your daily routines and it
becomes part of your company’s culture. Develop a learning
organization.

TWO ONE-DAY WORKSHOPS THAT ARE MUTUALLY
REINFORCING
greytogreen CHOICES & RESULTS
Building block one: You learn and practice handling challenging
situations more effectively.
greytogreen PURE MOTIVATION
Building block two: You focus on the more strategic side of your
personal development themes and thus pave the way to unfolding
your potential even more.

Inspiring posters, cards, pictures and stories ensure interactive
and engaged learning.
You explore real-life cases and scenarios in a safe learning
environment. Then you apply the newly gained insights to your
own context.
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